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In previous articles, I outlined the
three methods the globalists are
most likely to use (in order of
preference) to finish off the U.S. and
usher in their Globalist-Corporatist-
Oligarchic world government. They
are as such:

1. A lethal bio-engineered virus

2. An Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP)
“Event” – defined as either an
attack by a foreign entity (such
as North Korea, China, or
Russia), or a “domestic self-
infliction” subsequently blamed
on one or more of the listed
former.

3. A nuclear war

For skeptics and rabid naysayers who
attacked previous articles regarding
the threat posed by North Korea
outlined over the past several
years, information from the U.S. Air
Force was posted the other day that
may make you want to “reanalyze” your
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stance. As I mentioned before, I’m just
the messenger: the information has
been gathered over the years by men
such as Pry and Graham who headed
the former Committee to brief
Congress on the EMP Threat against
the United States.

That same Committee was de-
funded (in this administration), and
rendered defunct. According to the
Air Force 2018 report, the mothballing
of the Committee was premature. The
Washington Examiner’s Paul Bedard
wrote an article released 11/30/2018
entitled, “Military warns EMP attack
could wipe out America, democracy,
world order.” Here’s an excerpt:

“In an
extraordinary
and sobering
report meant to
educate the
nation on a
growing threat,
a new military
study warns that
an
electromagnetic
pulse weapon
attack such as
those developed
by North Korea,
Russia, and Iran
could essentially
challenge the
United States
and displace
millions.

“Based on the
totality of
available data,”
said the report
from the Air
Force’s Air
University and
provided to
Secrets, “an
electromagnetic
spectrum attack
may be a threat
to the United
States,
democracy, and
the world
order.”

The report,
titled,
“Electromagnetic
Defense Task
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Notice how Mr. Bedard cites the study’s
conclusion of an EMP weapon is
phrased “such as those developed by
North Korea, Russia, and Iran” in the
excerpt? “Developed” is past-tense,
alluding to the fact that these weapons
are in existence now in these
countries. It also mentions the EMP is
capable of being delivered by
satellite…as pointed out numerous
times in the past.

Once again (par for the course) the
report is described as the “product of
a mostly classified summit of
officials.” Yes, during this busy
shopping season, no need to panic the
Muppets and detract from their idiot
largess or lack of frugality during that
holy, sacred time of the year: the last
business quarter of the calendar year.

Of course it’s classified. As has been
reported after the “Victory over North
Korea’s Disarmament” mantra back in
May of this year, the sanctions are still
in place, and North Korea has not “de-
nuclearized” in the least. “Mission
accomplished” is best rendered
“nothing accomplished.

Or maybe the
mission was accomplished.

By keeping North Korea in the game,
they can be blamed any time the
controllers decide to make it “lights
out” with the EMP…it can be blamed on
them. Notice the report is also big on
the “solar storm” warning: another
fallback position, for after a worldwide
blackout with EMP(s), how would
anyone be able to dispute that it was
the sun? Simple matter to “persuade”
any scientists who could argue the

Force,” and the
product of a
mostly classified
summit of
officials from 40
agencies just
outside of
Washington
earlier this year,
is a forceful call
for a new focus
on preparing for
either an enemy
EMP attack or a
natural hit such
as a solar
storm.”
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point to fall in lock step.

The point is that North Korea is not
“back” in the game: they were never
out of it, and whether prompted by
another nation or of their own
accord, they do possess the
capability of rendering an EMP strike
against the United States.

I do not avoid writing about it because
the threat does not exist. I stand by my
position that a nuclear war will begin
with an attack by an EMP device,
followed by an exchange of nukes. In
the meantime, there are other things
occurring that are destroying the
country incrementally.

My point of focus has been the
development of the Surveillance
State in the U.S. The (eventual)
complete loss of liberty will be the
result of the “Technocratic Society”
being fully-formed that Brzezinski
hungered for: with cameras in every
home, tracking devices [cell phones, if
you prefer] on every person,
surveillance in every aspect of life, and
a virtual-electronic police state
completed.

I’ve written several pieces on the
biometrics. Biometrics in everything: in
the bank, for the grocery store, for the
travel…your travel…for your safety and
the safety of the community…the
communist collective that is being
built.  The cage will be constructed for
your own good, by the “good guys,” for
your benefit.

USA Today released an article on
11/29/18 entitled “Delta says USA’s
‘first biometric terminal’ is ready to go
at the Atlanta airport.” Isn’t that
wonderful news? Delta is so excited!
Another excited “personality” is Chad
Newton, CEO of the Wayne County
Airport Authority in charge of Detroit
airport, where another Biometric
Terminal is being set up to rock and
roll. Here’s what Chad had to say in
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that USA Today article:

Wonderful, Chad! I wonder exactly
what he means by “partnering?”
Especially “partnering” with CBP (that’s
Customs and Border Patrol) and TSA
(that’s the Transportation Security
Authority). How does one “partner”
with them? The answer: the
corporations fawningly accept their
role in the construction of the cage-
system, on their backs with plainly-
evident submissive behavior exhibited
(metaphorically speaking, we hope). A
“great honor,” eh?  Also: does that
“entire travel process” include when we
hit the latrine on board the airliner, as
well?

I hope (metaphorically speaking) that
you guys are taking up Rosie Greer’s
hobby of “knitting,” and gals too…but
both guys and gals with the intentions
of Madame Defarge. Knit accurately,
and knit well. Remember these
individuals, these “Choked-up Chads,”
swelling with the desire to serve their
masters. Remember them for posterity.

But wait, there’s more.

MassPrivatel released a piece
on 11/27/18 entitled “Surveillance
cameras equipped with thermal
imaging allow police to identify
people by their gender, body size
and color of their skin.” The central
company here, BriefCam, calls their
actions “Transforming Video into
Actionable Intelligence.” Yeah, isn’t
that beautiful? Let me give you some
more, from this excerpt:

“It is a great
honor for
Detroit
Metropolitan
Airport to
become one of
the nation’s first
biometric
terminals.  We
look forward to
partnering with
Delta, CBP[,] and
TSA to provide
passengers with
the option to
utilize facial
recognition
throughout their
entire travel
process.”

http://massprivatei.blogspot.com/2018/11/surveillance-cameras-equipped-with.html


I really love that last sentence. “Top”
law enforcement agencies. That’s
good. BriefCam is using FLIR (forward-
looking infrared). They’re not alone.
The article mentions NeoFace Watch
Software produced by NEC. Check this
out:

“…allows law
enforcement
and retailers to
secretly identify
people by their
gender, body
size, color,
direction,
speed[,] and
more.
BriefCam’s
Video Synopsis
version V allows
police and retail
stores to use
surveillance
cameras to
identify
individuals and
cars in real time.
What is really
disturbing about
the video is no
one knows
where it is being
used and by
shom.
BriefCam’s
limited
disclosures,
claim it is being
used by top law
enforcement
agencies and
governments
but that’s it.”

“NEC and NPS
will showcase a
vast range of
safety solutions
to overcome
challenges
facing cities;
including facial
recognition
system,
automated
fingerprint
identification
system (AFIS),
CONNECT police
platform, and



Let’s embolden and enlarge that last
part: A safe and secure society for all
citizens.

I like the term “showcase” in that part:
akin to The Price is Right. Can you
believe it? Can you believe this is
happening? The cage is being
constructed at Warp Factor 7, Ladies
and Gentlemen. This is not a joke! The
article goes on to show how police
smartphones can access the
information on the surveillance
cameras! That’s right!  “Passive”
surveillance (with the cameras existing
in a public place…untouchable,
unstoppable, and not legally allowed to
be “jammed” or interfered with).

The active surveillance is where the
police (under agreement with the
businesses) take the information
they need from the “free public
forum” of the emplaced cameras. Bye
bye 4th Amendment!

The businesses: taxpaying entities that
support the system, and (as illustrated
with “Choked-up Chad’s” statement)
the businesses are totally and wholly
engaged in supporting the State over
the citizens. Same premise of where
John Citizen goes against a
company/business entity. He will lose,
because after it’s tied up in the courts
for years, the court recognizes the
supremacy of the corporations over Mr.
Citizen…by criteria of who pumps
more tax dollars into the system….the
same system the courts feed off of,
and law enforcement (top to bottom)
graze out of: “Billy Mack the detective
down in Texas…he makes his living off
other people’s taxes,” as the song
runs.

Oh, they’re really nailing us. I highly
recommend reading the article I just
referenced, and also read some of the
excellent and knowledgeable

video analytics
solution.  The
solutions will
form part of
Safer Cities that
NEC and NPS
aim to build, to
contribute to
realize a safe
and secure
society for all
citizens.”



comments below it pertaining to more
examples of the growing Surveillance
State. The point is that the cage is truly
almost complete. By using the “Tyranny
of the Majority” and the accompanying
tyranny of the pseudo-safety needs of
the community, the controllers issue in
a police state that cannot be contested
in the de facto court system with
innumerable laws and armies of
lawyers paid by your taxes to defend
the State.

See to the “knitting” and preparations
for the eventuality that will occur: the
complete removal of your
Constitutional rights and the planned
incremental demise or sudden
destruction of the country. The first
step is to be aware. The second: take
the necessary steps to survive and
carry on. Let Quintus Fabius Maximus’
methods be your guide, and resolve
yourself that it is a long-term
engagement. Success will require
nothing less.
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Hey I am a Q-tard, where are

the mass arrests Q predicted

for December 5? Guantamo

was supposed to be holding

all of the Clinton and Podesta

and Comey types by now. Oh,

was it all theater to distract us

HamFistedIdiot

%
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was it all theater to distract us

from the WWIII weather

warfare, heavy metal aerosol

injection program, and 5G

sterility grid being set up?

Sorry, I forgot.

And what happened to the

November 11 military victory

parade over the Deep State

that Q predicted. Oh, sorry

about that too.

The Camp Fire 2018, DEW

weapons and what may be

happening.

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?time_continue=4&v=Id-

cnMp0yvw

DEW ~ Directed Energy

Weapons; A Primer of

Destruction and Genocide

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=LKsxf5Lh_c4

Mike Morales weather

commentary

https://www.youtube.com/ch

annel/UCxHTJnQ8yqA3rjDwLe

mtAKA/

The Fullerton Informer:

Depopulation agenda and

Satanism exposed

https://www.youtube.com/ch

annel/UCVt3STOc1XNEWOIWY

W0UKaA

https://thefullertoninformer.c

om/apple-666-project-

inkwell-and-agenda-21-an-

expose-with-an-all-star-

cast/

Reviews Apple's iPads with 5

microwave transmitters at the

bottom of the iPad which is

on kids laps; how microwaves

cause the soft endoplasmic

reticulum of the female's eggs

to harden as if a sperm had

fertilized causing infertility;

and how Apple is partnering

with Artemis (Greek goddess

of fertility) for wireless rollout

with the Artemis logo being

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=Id-cnMp0yvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKsxf5Lh_c4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxHTJnQ8yqA3rjDwLemtAKA/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVt3STOc1XNEWOIWYW0UKaA
https://thefullertoninformer.com/apple-666-project-inkwell-and-agenda-21-an-expose-with-an-all-star-cast/
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an inverted uterus; and how

the $5 billion Apple HQ layout

is that of a cross section of

the human egg hardened by

microwaves. All according to

plan; doing this for the plebes

who can't help themselves.

'

'

8 &

10 hours ago

# $

"Trust the plan", lol.

QAnon is yet another

hebraic psy-op.

Buckaroo Banzai

'

'

10 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $
Edit

I support a couple of

these hopium

addicts like

SGTReport and

Jordan Sather -

mostly because they

cover a lot of other

information that I am

interested in (health,

spirituality, sound

money). But when I

press them RE when

does hope become

delusional, they

don't have a

response. The goal

posts keep on

getting set back with

increasingly

convoluted

rationalizations ---

like now the arrests

are postponed

because of GHW

Bush's passing. I like

the YT channel

BlackPilled a lot. A

friend of mine, Alan

Smith, likes to post

something like the

following on

HamFistedIdiot

%

%
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following on

SGTReport's Patreon

page:

"After Trump

denuclearizes North

Korea draining the

swamp will be

simple.  Trump

merely needs to deal

with the Cabal's

1,000s of crimes

against Humanity;

the thousands of

Senior Executive

Services members

(deep state traitors)

in OUR government

& corporations

whose starting wage

is $158,000;

SERCO's thousands

of RICO crimes &

Depopulation Plan in

Progress; Sick Willie

and HELLary's theft

of Haiti's $13 billion

in earthquake relief

donations; Uranium

One; Jeff Sessions',

Soros', Podestas'

crimes; the criminal

evidence in Rod's

secret closet, the

new world order

conspiracy;

reinstating Our

original Constitution

of 1789; 9/11 and

all the false flag

attacks; forced

Chinese organ

harvesting; using our

Directed Energy

Weapons on

California; FAKE

main stream news;

Our Global Collateral

Accounts; Our

Treasury Direct

Accounts; Our gold

in the Global Debt

Facility; the

Treasury's Exchange



Treasury's Exchange

Stabilization Fund

that runs the “black

budget” and

manipulates

precious metals

prices; auditing Fort

Knox; ending the

Fed; the City of

London's many

covert acts of war;

Mexico's wall and

criminal immigrants;

5G MASS

STERILIZATION &

EUGENICS PROGRAM;

Pizzagate;

chemtrails, HAARP,

geo-engineering and

all WEATHER

WARFARE; the FOSSIL

FUEL LIE; safe

THORIUM NUCLEAR

REACTORS; CERN;

the CFR; the DNC

server; Wiener's

laptop; FEMA camps;

Our bankster-

poisoned food, soil,

air, water and minds;

suppressed

technologies; smart

meter home

surveillance; release

of ALL the JFK files;

Nibiru; Fuk-Us-

hima's daily release

of 300+ tonnes of

radioactive water;

unsealing those

40,500+ sealed

indictments; Ending

the Catholic Church's

“bull” belief that they

own the Earth; break

away civilization;

Agenda 21 & 30;

Round Up, mercury

and aluminum in

vaccines; forced

vaccinations;

Creosote in insulin;

legalizing CANNABIS;

the Vatican; UFO



the Vatican; UFO

disclosure; fake

money; fake national

debts; NESARA;

antARCtica;

Aghartha; the

Pentagon's missing

$22 trillion;

refocusing our

nation away from

Russia and toward

China, our true

enemy; all the fake-

Jewish Khazarian

Zionists in his

cabinet; secret space

program disclosure;

Monsanto and Bayer;

Montauk; ending the

un-Constitutional

IRS that gives Our

money to the IMF

(the Crown); the

privately owned,

corrupt Global

Banking System that

creates fake money

from thin air and

“lends” it to

governments at

interest; the

Treasury to start

printing Our own

real money;

fraudulent bank

“loans” &

foreclosures; the

banksters' United

States Corporation

masquerading as

Our government; all

branches of

government

incorporated; the

People incorporated

by at birth; US courts

operating under

Admiralty Law;

defining the true will

of the People;

YouTube, Twitter

and FaceBook

deleting real news
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deleting real news

channels and

shadow censoring

right wing users (like

me); appointing Ron

Paul, Pat Buchanan,

Lynette Zang, David

Hawkins, Newt

Gingrich and Field

McConnell to cabinet

positions, and much,

much more."

'

'

3 &

10 hours ago

# $

Maybe they are

set up by the

deep state. So

that people

actually hope

Trump does a

thing, but he's

member of the

deep state. The

only thing what

helps is figuring

out how to fight

without going in

jail.

lakabarra

'
'

9 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $
Edit

I support 25

or so voices

like Stefan

Molyneux, Dev

on Stack

(BlackPilled),

David Seaman,

Alex Jones,

Dane

Wigington, Joe

Mercola,

PragerU, etc.,

hoping that

with excellent

critical voices

energized and

HamFistedIdiot

%

%



energized and

supported,

SOMETHING

will shift. I

understand

the

quotes about

how power

doesn't

concede

anything

without

violence or the

threat of

violence. But

there is so

much

confusion and

ignorance out

there, people

don't know

who to blame

or what

practical steps

to take. A

good start

would be 1000

people in each

state marching

on their state

capitols and

chaining

themselves to

the capitol

building until

their Governor

says he will

look into and

stop the

spraying of

the skies

overhead.

There needs to

be mass civil

disobedience

with everyone

willing to risk

going to jail

and being

fined, which

means there

needs to be a

community of
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people (a

million or

more) willing

to support

financially

those putting

their necks on

the line. That

is just a start.

We are being

slow killed and

our window of

effective

response is

narrowing.

5G's

completion

may the

closure of that

window. Just

sayin'.
'

'

3 &

10 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Dec 5th was the day

Huber was supposed to

expose info to the

House Oversight

Committee during a

hearing about the

Clinton Foundation. The

PTB decided to

commemorate the

death of an ex-CIA war

criminal as a

diversion/delay tactic.

What else do they have

up their sleeves?

Expect big events.

Orchestrated events to

dominate the headlines

and distract the public.

Vic Odd

'

'

11 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

You know maybe if we just

SmokingArgus

%

%
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You know maybe if we just

beg Daddy Government to

build a giant 100-mile thick

wall around the whole

country, then the benevolent

government will be better

prepared to keep us safe from

evil-doer terrorists.

And hey if you have nothing

to hide, you should have no

problem allowing your social

media posts to be

cumulatively added to your

Jane & Joe Citizen Federal

Bonus vacation points reward

program.

Tax Cows go moo.

1776>1984

'

'

4 &

10 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

I don't get it... Why would the

surveillance state go through

the trouble of setting up all

those cameras and wipe them

all out with an EMP? Wouldn't

that mean they lose all

control once the riots break

out? Edit feature seems to be

broken.

Rik Haines

'

'

2 &

10 hours ago

# $

Won't happen. EMP

would knock out all

surveillance. So

probably that is

mothballed, but some

agencies are money

hungry, so they insist

that this can happen.

Can surveillance

cameras be hacked?

lakabarra

'

'

TitusTheGreat

%

%
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4 hours ago

# $

Small scale EMP can

be made by

amateurs. Only a

matter of time

before someone

works out how.

TitusTheGreat

'

'

1 &

9 hours ago

# $

I share the same

confusion re the stated

points, but if an "EMP

could wipe out America,

democracy, world

order" I'm all in. I would

point out however that

an EMP would not wipe

out America. It would

succeed in eliminating

the disease in

America... the

surveillance state as

mentioned in the

article, democracy (mob

rule) and those that

advocate it, and world

order (one control

system for the world),

as well as the corrupt

US corporation and all

the tools that it uses to

enslave. So yeah, EMP

the fuck out of this

dysfunctional shit and

let's get it on. Would be

the simplest way to

clean up this shit hole.

Arrow4Truth

'

'

9 hours ago

# $

Cameras? The LED

lights & 5G can watch

you. They have no use

for cameras that aren't

putting out lethal doses

XBroker1

%

%

%
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putting out lethal doses

of radiation; but your

point is valid. There is

no reason to kill the

grid when the grid is

the killer.

'

'
1 &

6 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Yah...The LED lights

freaked me out! I'll

stick with CFL bulbs.

My phone in the

other room is bad

enough!

edit: My laptop I use

to connect to ZH is

probably giving me

testicular cancer!

Oldguy05

'

'

&

6 hours ago

# $

It would be from

another country.

Anyone targeting you

would be happy to wipe

out your control.

Oldguy05

'

'

4 &

11 hours ago

# $

Unfortunately, this govt over

reach cannot be voted away.

It's time to start using the

amendments. Start with #1...

GoldmanSax

'

'

11 hours ago

# $

The idea of moving back to

the country is looking better

all the time. People are

turning into freaks where it is

not ok to label certain groups

yerfej

%

%

%

%
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not ok to label certain groups

terrorists when we know

better, yet it is alright to stick

the governments nose into

everyone's business to keep

us "safe".

'

'

3 &

11 hours ago

# $

The "back country" is

not far enough.

Remember Ruby Ridge

and Waco. They will

follow you. This is your

country. Your rights

must be recognized

wherever you live. 

GoldmanSax

'

'

4 &

11 hours ago

# $

Those places and

people attracted

attention, the idea is

to remain off the

scope.

koan

'

'

11 hours ago

# $

You can't remain

off the scope -

unless of course,

you don't file a

tax return.

I agree in

principle with

your rural

approach, but

that just buys

time.   Once the

cities are

'secured', make

no mistake, they

will pick you, me

and everyone else

off, one at a

time.   The only

way we survive is

Consuelo

%

%

%
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way we survive is

organization and

one voice - writ

large.

'
'

1 1 &

10 hours ago

# $

They won't

because there

will not be

resources for

it, as long as

you don't

make any

trouble or

noise they

aren't going to

come out for

some small

town.

If 90% of the

people are

"secured" in

cities,  then

the other 10%

can live quiet

lives in the

country until

something

changes.

koan

'
'

10 hours ago

#

They will

come,

anyway. But

who are

they?? If the

people

don't help

they can't

do a thing.

Police only

works until

they stop

and say no!

lakabarra

'

'

%

%
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The

Bolshevik

Revolution

states

otherwise.

They cast a

broad net

and killed

double digit

percentages

of the

population.

TitusTheGreat

'
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I don't see a reference so I

guess it's my turn....

Many of us have considered

what would happen if an EMP

hit the U.S.  Several books on

the subject are of note.  "One

Second After", and "Dies the

Fire" are favs:

https://www.amazon.com/Se

cond-After-John-Matherson-

Novel/dp/0765327252

This threat is very real and

would be a poor man's way to

bring America and Americans

to our knees. 

Westcoastliberal

'

'

1 &

9 hours ago
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i read that series, very

depressing because it's

going to happen and

we're doing nothing

admin user

'

'

6 hours ago

# $

Oldguy05

%

%

%

%

https://www.amazon.com/Second-After-John-Matherson-Novel/dp/0765327252
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All my needed

electronics are stored in

a bitchithane lined

metal trash can.

'
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11 hours ago
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Ah, another missive by
Jerimiah Johnson, the green
beret and international man
of mystery!

RafterManFMJ

'

'
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10 hours ago

# $

If an EMP is needed to

get rid of democracy

once and for all so be it.

I'm sick of the

dumbmasses "voting"

away my liberty. DEATH

to them all!

runswithscissors
'

'
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# $
Edit

But have a plan for

dealing with the

Deep State

Communists

and Khazarian fake

Jews who will emerge

from their safe deep

underground

bunkers to resume

their Luciferian

agenda if not

opposed in the most

severe fashion. 

HamFistedIdiot
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How about cameras inside the

homes of the principals of

cheeseheader

%

%

%

%

%
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homes of the principals of

these companies?

Or, cameras inside the homes

of say, Ms. Mika and Mr. Mika,

and assorted other leftists

sprinkled around our

America?

Heck, the name Bloomieburg

comes to mind....

'

'
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Let's get 100% clear.

North Korea, Russia,

and Iran are just the

bogeymen. The real

threat is Israeli false-

flags that will be

attributed to one of the

bogeymen.

Beware the ewiger Jude

Buckaroo Banzai
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My nom de plume is “Jethro

Clampett”

Lookout Mountain

'

'
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9 hours ago
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Woo doggies. Spending

much time at the

cement pond?

Arrow4Truth

'

'
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he's been helping

ellie may, clampett

admin user

'

'

6 hours ago
Oldguy05
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I woulda thought

about incest if

she wuz muh

sistah!

'
'
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"I'm from the government and

I'm here to help"

Vic Odd

'

'
&
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When you hear those

words: shoot first and

don't bother asking

questions.....

I am Groot

'

'
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11 hours ago
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Rural living is the way to go,

cities will essentially be

prisons, just like Britain is.

koan

'

'

10 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $ Edit

Yes but then there is

DEW and Agenda 21

which are being used to

herd people back into

the cities. The only safe

place will be where

there is constant

surveillance and a

toilet-to-tap water

source. All modern

refrigerators use HFC-

134a (1,1,1,2-

Tetrafluoroethane)

which is highly

flammable (literally a

bomb in your house)

HamFistedIdiot

%

%

%

%

%
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when the electrical grid

is overcharged (as

happened with the

smoking electrical lines

in the recent Camp

Fire). With this and

military applications of

the ubiquitous

SmartMeters, and I

imagine that any home

or community can be

targeted, with help from

a little Directed Energy

from above. WWIII is

ongoing and it is

weather warfare.

Everything else is a

distraction. 90% drop in

insect biomass

worldwide. We will be

next if nothing is done

to stop the highly toxic

aerosol deployment.

cf. https://www.geoeng

ineeringwatch.org and h

ttp://stopthecrime.net

'

'
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8 hours ago
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Your fridge isn't

gonna blow up from

a power surge or

sustained

"overcharge".

Breakers would trip

with that much juice

going through.

smallblockchevy350

'

'

&

just now

# $
Edit

I hope you are

right. It was a

possibility I heard

about.

HamFistedIdiot

'
'

%

%

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
http://stopthecrime.net/
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I guess it’s going to be a Guy

Fawkes mask, gloves and a

flip phone then?  Let’s get it

on!

Armed Resistance
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'
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11 hours ago
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Don't forget your yellow

jacket. Trump agrees

with them 

GoldmanSax

'

'
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5 hours ago
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What is the point of the

surveillance state if you are

going to hit the country with

EMP and follow up with

nukes?

Lordflin
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The first step with securing

your new motel 6 room is to

cut the wire to the phone,

since the manager is probably

listening in.

BetterRalph

'

'

6 hours ago
 (Edited)
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It's more high tech now.

Find the

cameras....Niche poop

cam....Wanna see what's

coming out of room

11's bum?...

...livestream....or...live...

OH i don't

know...people are

twisted!

Oldguy05
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Ukrainian Tinkle

Girls .com

Pussy Biscuit

'

'
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9 hours ago
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what good is a phone call if
you're unable to speak
because the IT infrastructure

has been fried?

admin user

'

'
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7 hours ago
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I hate phone calls

anyway. The day they

came out with cell

phones was the day I

knew I was right.

Oldguy05

'

'
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9 hours ago
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The fantastic news is that if

there was an EMP, 90% of the

population would die from

either a lack of clean water, a

lack of food, disease or ultra

violence within 1-2 months.

Then the rest of us survivors

could hunt down these

government slugs. We can

burn them out, or starve them

out of their bunkers. Its their

choice. And the Deep State

would be no more. No more

surveillance, no more

tracking, no more

government bullshit period.

At least not for a very, very

long time.

I am Groot

'

'

%

%

%

%

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWBntJAvTmY
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Hmmm... Wouldn't EMP attack

fry the security cameras as

well?

andrej

'

'

3 hours ago

# $

I'm relatively sure the rtiredd

General was referring to

Quintus Fabius Maximus

Verrucosus. This man was

the man whose tactical

strategy became what we call

today, "guerilla warfare". The

General's assessments are

frighteningly plausible.

If the Federal Government

doesn't do an immediate

about-face on the vast

majority of, (not necessarily

all), the unconstitutional

electronics projects that have

kept me on pins & needles for

the last 20 years  (I swear, I

can feel it when I'm on a

camera), the concept of it

being illegal to destroy the

illegal surveillance hardware

that was illegally installed in

violation of the Constitution,

will essentially be moot, right

out of the starting gate. So,

go ahead! Whether it's a BB

gun, a 12 gage or a balloon

full of paint, if you see

something, smash something.

Doing so has only a local

police response as of now.

Down the road, US military

personnel will be unwilling to

fire at fellow American

citizens, because none of

them want to be the soldier

who shot the mother of

someone. The same way they

don't want their mothers to

catch American bullets in a

Dot dot. Dot

%

%
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catch American bullets in a

similar fashion.

We will know which way it's

going to go by observing

what President Trump does

after his well earned vacation

for draining the swamp.

Tribunals are supposed to

begin on Jan.1st, 2019. If it

comes right down to it, feel

free to smoke the lefties on

general principle. The liberal

Democrats were the willing

and eager showing the

entrance and tunnels through

which our government has

been slowly infiltrated

ideologically.

In a sentence, "socialists",

"communists", and all of the

politically left of center pussy

hat wearing, converse lacing,

goat humping, inbred over-

entitled cowards who are

under the age of 30, should

be given a single opportunity

to grow up and join the

adults. Any hesitation to

answer means their loyalties

are split, and they can't be

trusted ever again. Execute

them day & night until they

figure out that they aren't

going to be safe, ever.

That's what a Patriot does!

'
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3 hours ago
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I'm relatively sure the rtiredd

General was referring to

Quintus Fabius Maximus

Verrucosus. This man was

the man whose tactical

strategy became what we call

today, "guerilla warfare". The

General's assessments are

frighteningly plausible.

If the Federal Government

doesn't do an immediate

Dot dot. Dot
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doesn't do an immediate

about-face on the vast

majority of, (not necessarily

all), the unconstitutional

electronics projects that have

kept me on pins & needles for

the last 20 years  (I swear, I

can feel it when I'm on a

camera), the concept of it

being illegal to destroy the

illegal surveillance hardware

that was illegally installed in

violation of the Constitution,

will essentially be moot, right

out of the starting gate. So,

go ahead! Whether it's a BB

gun, a 12 gage or a balloon

full of paint, if you see

something, smash something.

Doing so has only a local

police response as of now.

Down the road, US military

personnel will be unwilling to

fire at fellow American

citizens, because none of

them want to be the soldier

who shot the mother of

someone. The same way they

don't want their mothers to

catch American bullets in a

similar fashion.

We will know which way it's

going to go by observing

what President Trump does

after his well earned vacation

for draining the swamp.

Tribunals are supposed to

begin on Jan.1st, 2019. If it

comes right down to it, feel

free to smoke the lefties on

general principle. The liberal

Democrats were the willing

and eager showing the

entrance and tunnels through

which our government has

been slowly infiltrated

ideologically.

In a sentence, "socialists",

"communists", and all of the

politically left of center pussy

hat wearing, converse lacing,

goat humping, inbred over-
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entitled cowards who are

under the age of 30, should

be given a single opportunity

to grow up and join the

adults. Any hesitation to

answer means their loyalties

are split, and they can't be

trusted ever again. Execute

them day & night until they

figure out that they aren't

going to be safe, ever.

That's what a Patriot does!

'

'
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7 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The ultra active surveillance

police state. This is why they

need the caravan border crisis

and illegal immigration crisis

to spill over so they have an

excuse to usher all things into

public life "to protect you".

These things are all

engineered with a purpose. 

Consider a backup plan in

Panama or somewhere else

you can get a reasonable

second citizenship or

permanent residency. 

https://www.joyful-feet.com

joyful-feet

'

'
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A lethal bio-engineered virus

This will likely be what is

blamed from a mass die offs

due to 5G. They will have a

killer vaccine waiting for you

to; and by you I mean not

me.  Young and old are

already dying at an alarming

rate (at least for those of us

who are watching) from their

smart phones and exposure

to cell towers and smart

XBroker1

%

%

https://www.joyful-feet.com/
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to cell towers and smart

meters.

Young people (and a lot of

oldsters too) , generally

speaking, are pretty smug

about those devices (the

vices?). Shame you can't tell

them anything. I'm pretty sure

if back in the 70's, my friends

were dying off from smoking

weed I would have taken a

step back and asked

questions. These kids don't

notice when their friends are

dropping like flies?
'

'

9 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

While all of the above is true,

the article leaves out

measures used around the

country. I can give examples

of their use here in Arizona,

as I've done previously at Zero

Hedge.  The first and most

distasteful is their use of what

I call extra-judicial assets.

These could, in theory, be

anybody, but one genre is

convicted criminals owing

their lying belly-crawler

tactics to those who have

previously busted them, in

order to stay out of jail or

prison.  Another measure is

the surreptitious residential

break-in, previously

explained here at ZH. 

Another is the threading of

these and other Government

crimes into their collusively-

produced films (this collusion

stretches well beyond

Hollywood to Netflix, Indie,

and even some foreign films). 

With the measures mentioned

in the article, such as thermal

imaging, you are now living

under a blatant criminal

Hook-Nosed Swede
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under a blatant criminal

regime. This is not subject to

discussion or threat.  But

there are people out there

who still think of fighting

them on their terms - i.e.,

when they have everyone all

lined up for slaughter.
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I ge t p a i d o ve r $ 9 0 p e r ho ur
wo r k i ng f r o m ho me wi t h 2 k i ‐
d s a t ho me. I ne ve r tho ught
I ' d b e a b l e to do it b ut my b e ‐
st fr i e nd e a r ns o ve r 1 0 k a m ‐
o nt h d o i ng t hi s a nd s he c o nv‐
i nc e d m e to tr y. T he p o t e nt i a l
wi t h t hi s i s e nd l e ss. He r e s w‐
ha t I've b e e n d o i ng,

         

✫ C  l  i  c  k

H e r e ✫

http://www.todaysfox.com

Samjhanarahala4
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So ...what do the kids

have to do with it? Is

there walnut sauce in

the fridge?

Oldguy05

'

'

10 hours ago
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"the three methods..."

Most disappointing is that

you neglected the fourth and

most important...

an ignorant and apparently

willing 'masses.'

"survive and carry on"

Who and what does that

serve, exactly...

Cabreado
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